Prodalim Group is a global leader in the beverage industry.
We are a vertically integrated organization with direct access to various organic and conventional fruits, own production
facilities and blending sites spread globally. We supply to more than 300 Customers in more than 60 countries.
Amongst our Customers are world leading bottling companies and brands.
Here at Prodalim Group, we offer a holistic solution to the beverage industry.
We are proud to place our Customers in the center of our activities.

OUR SOLUTION INCLUDES

GLOBAL SOURCING

FRUIT PROCESSING

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

BLENDING

STORAGE

COMPOUNDING

DISTRIBUTION

SUSTAINABILITY
At Prodalim we understand the gravity of responsibility we have towards our planet and
for the people who work hard in our industry. Therefore, Prodalim thrives to set an example through
its own practices in Sustainability and Social Responsibility.
Here at Prodalim we stand for the values of equality, tolerance and non-discrimination. To make sure that these values
are communicated on different forums and platforms, Prodalim joined the following initiatives:
Sedex, BSCI, Rainforest Alliance, FairTrade, EcoVadis

ORGANIC & CONVENTIONAL FRUITS

BLENDING

We at Prodalim are one of the leading companies in the world
for processing various types of fruits and products: Juices,
concentrates, essential oils and aromas. In our portfolio you
will be able to find:

With four blending facilities spread worldwide, we can
manufacture and deliver, all year long, a stable top quality
product with just on time delivery, our solution drastically
reducing our Customers' complexities, quality assurance,
storage, and working capital needs.

Concentrates, NFC, Pulp cells, Puree, Oil and
Byproducts, Organic fruits

Multifruit Blends, Citrus Blends, Tropical Blends,
Blends with additional ingredients

Orange, Pineapple, Grapefruit, Banana, Apple,
Pear, Passionfruit, Peach, Apricot, Lemon, Lime,
Mandarin and more…

COMPOUNDS

GLOBAL SOURCING

Our brand new compound factory and R&D facility in
Rotterdam is a center of innovation and excellence.

With more than 30 years of experience and knowledge,
we created a vast network of Suppliers and Partners
worldwide with the ability to source a huge variety of fruits
from different origins.

We develop and produce compounds and products that meet
our Customers' unique taste and special needs.

By doing that we eliminate the dependency of our
Customers in any specific source, and create for them a
"risk free" business model.

Prodalim strives to become the first choice global Supplier and solution provider of juices and juice-based compounds.

PRODALIM GLOBAL LOCATIONS AROUND THE WORLD
Malmo / Sweden
Rotterdam / Netherlands
Munich / Germany

New Jersey / USA

Madrid / Spain
Monterrey / Mexico

Valencia / Spain
Winter Garden FL / USA

REGIONAL HEADQUARTER
PROCESSING FACTORIES
R&D / BLENDING / COMPOUNDING

www.prodalim.com

Xi’an / China

Zegocina / Poland
Vienna / Austria

Livorno / Italy

Shanghai / China

Tel Aviv / Israel

Ninh Binh / Vietnam

HEADQUARTER
SALES OFFICE

Biata Rawska / Poland

Duartina / Brazil
Rio Claro / Brazil

Catanduva / Brazil

